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Using the properties of the Steiner system on 24 pGnts a generalized Room square of degree 4 
qad order 24 is constructed. Res~1t.s on a proposed alternative method for constructing 
gcncralized Room squares are given which use the notion of a (‘Z,4, k) array, introduced here. 
A generalized Room square (G&J 
ISI = n, is a square array of size (;I:) 
unordered k-tuple of elements from 
%(n, k) 01’ order n and degree k on a set S, 
whose cells are either empty 3r con&in an 
S in such a way that each row and each I 
column of 3 contains each element of S exactly once and each unordered k-tuple 
Jf elements frsm S appears exactly once in the array. An ordinary Room square 
is a GRS of degree 2 and they are known to e:rist for all even orders 2s, s z 4. 
Generalized Room squares of degree three were previously investigated by the 
authors [1,2]. In this note a Y(24,4) is constructed using the (unique) Steiner 
system S(5,8,24). In Section 3 another possible construction method, -which has 
so far proved unfruitful but is nonetheless interesting, is described. 
2. A @ (24,4) from the Steiner system S(5,3, 211) c 
If it is possible to construct wo arrays A and .9 ’ on the set S, iS( = n = mk, with 
each array containing ([)/m = (EZ:) = s rows and each row containing m k-tuples 
of elements of S such that: 
(i) each element of S appears in exactly one k- tuple of each rev of A and A’, 
(ii) each k-tuple of S appears c,aLiiy once in each of the arrays A and A’, 
(iii) it two k-tuples appear in the same row of A then they appear in different 
rows of A’, 
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&~~~ts of A@ kiter -$r~up Lge~~r+ S@, 8,24~ hi’ tk& action on e. -From the 
stnr$ure- of "this goup it is a&o ~ss&#z to show the Steiner system can be 
geueratekby the :action uf the groupof tzcasformations x + nc + 5~. r, a&F(23), r 
a quadratic residue, on-the disjoint octa& 
a ={C?; &I, 2,3,5,f4, i?,}; f3,+; ‘13;!& 22,6,7,19,21), 
. . 
If y ={8, il,iZ, 18,9,1C i5,2Uj. (1) 
We note for later reference:‘ that ,mubipI$ng the aktnants of an octad try 5 ‘(the 
smabst quadratic non&due of GF(23)) never y,k&& an octad and this is simply 
shown by the absmce of Sa, 5/i? and 5 y in the listing of the actads of S&8,24) in 
I’odd .[3]. (This listing is icientictil to the one whose consmction has beer1 
described here.) 
Each tetrad (unordered 45tuple) 0; of elements of S is contained in exactly s 
octads and Q and the five complements of v in these acta& are disjoint with 
union S- Such a set of tetrads is caNed a set oif mutuatly ctimplementav tctrads 
and has the property that the union of any two tetrads in ~&e set is an octad of 
%% 8,24). ‘I@@~~;‘@ &6$&‘&$ the. (y):= 6.1771 tetzads fall into 1771 sets of 
mutually compIe~~~~~rjr’~~t~~~S.“jn ::$ ^  G&\ie wi );. Call &is the ’ array A. 
To form A’ multiply each t .pvtrad of & by 5, th;: smallest quadratic nonresidue 
of G%z%. 7% &NW that A and A’ are campatitrle (4,24) arrays it suffices to show 
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if w and r) are two tetrads appearing in the same row ui A then they appear in 
difierent rows of A’. Assume the contrary and that u = 5~’ and q = 571’ appear in 
the same row of A’, which implies that o’ and $ appear in the same row of A. 
Since o Uq and a’U 17) are both octads of the Steiner system and c u q = 
h(d Uq’) a contradiction is reached and A and A’ form compatible (4,24)- 
arrays implying the existence of $(24,4) as claimed. 
3. AnoW possible conlstru*n method 
Constructing compatdble (k, n)-arrays is often difficult and the authors consi- 
dered the following alternative method as a possibility. Stippose it is pos:ible to 
construct an array containing (‘,“>/G) = $(2k - 1)(2k - 3) = ! rows, each row con- 
taining k pairs of unordered elements of a set S, IS( = 2k, such that e;\ch element 
of S appears in exactly one pair in each row. Integrality conditions require that 
k =O or 2 (mod 3). We call such an array a (2,4, k) array if by forming all 
possible unions of pairs of elements in each row, the set of all 4-tuples 011 2k 
elements is generated. To form a g(2k, 4) from such a (2,4, k) array we assume a 
Room square 58 of order k (i.e. a g(k, 2)) exists, (implying only that k is even and 
greater than six) on the set S’, IS’1 = k. Associate with each pair in or?e row of the 
array an element of S’ and in CR replace each pair of elements of S’ with the 
corresponding 4-tuple of elements of S. A (k - 1) x (k - 1) array contaming $ k 
4-tuples in each row and each column, and each el.zment of S exactly once in each 
row and each column, is obtained for each row of the (2,4? k) array. Forming a 
block diagonal sum of these I arrays yields a $(2 k, 4). A.lthough the results on this 
approach are so far negative they are of sufEcient interest to comment upon. 
We first show that the concept ot a (2,4, k) array is ntiiib-!‘ECuous &ly the 
following construction of a (2,4,3) array on S = GF(5) U {M}: 
1. (m, 0) (1,4) j2,3) 
2. (=J, 1-j (0,2) (3,4) 
3. (=,2) (1,3) (0,4) 
4. (0% 3) (2!l4) (091) 
5. (a,4) (0,3) (1.2) 
Each row contributes (4) = 3 4-tupl- ts and each of the ii) = 15 possibk 4-tuples 
appears as a union 0E two pairs in precisely one row. Ea’;:h row is o’btained by 
adding one to the row above it. 
To attempt a general construction we add some st~tictUi~: tu the problem a~! 
assume that 2k - 1 = p, a prime, for which -I is a quadragic residue and such th.2t 
3 1 k. Since -1 is a nonresidue of p iff p is of the form 4 k - 1: we are assuming p is 
of the form 12k - 1. These assumptions assisr in the construction. It is required to 
find (2k - 1)($(2k - 3)) = I rows of k pairs of elements bf GFI’2k - 1) U (03) = S. We 
assume that m = $(2k - 3) of the rows are of the form 
j _ 
of k. Many other construction methqds for these arrays wtf-rq _tried. 
‘” 
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&-h rigfu?, may be of little value in such cor?structions. Some conclusive results on 
the existence of (2,4, k) arrays would nonetheless be of interest. 
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